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PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

Designer: Manuel Vivian

Bell Suspension by Axolight

The Bell collection has become one of Axolight's historical and
classic pieces. A multidimensional design, by Manuel Vivian; an
expert in artisan production processes. The Bell is made of steel
frame, with a light covering of ponge fabric. The suspension is
available in 3 sizes here, of 45 cm, 60 cm or 90 cm diameter but
there are also two more larger sizes, 118 cm and 180 cm. Please
contact us for further information and pricing.

The Bell lights are available in 5 vibrant colour options, including
white, black, gold yellow, red and warm white. A light that is awe
inspiring, bound to draw the viewers eye. The Bell can be
installed in both residential and commercial environments,
especially the smaller sizes are perfect for your home or office,
while the larger pieces might be best suited for larger and high
ceiling spaces in businesses and hospitality.

The Bell Collection also includes the Bell ceiling light, available in
the same colour options and four sizes, 60, 90, 118 and 180 cm
diameter.

https://www.davidvillagelighting.co.uk/product/axolight-bell-suspension/20826
https://www.davidvillagelighting.co.uk/product/Axolight-Bell-Ceiling-Light/20825


PRODUCT SPECIFICATION

Light
Source:

Bell 45 - 1 x max 20W LED E27 or 70W E27
(excluded)
Bell 60 - 1 x max 20W LED E27 or 70W E27
(excluded)
Bell 90 - 4 x max 20W LED E27 or 46W E27
(excluded)

IP Code: 20

Dimming: Dimmable via mains phase dimming.

Dimensions: Bell 45
Ø 45 cm
35.5 cm height
max 325 cm drop height
Ø 12.5 cm x 4 cm ceiling canopy

Bell 60
Ø 60 cm
38 cm height
max 325 cm drop height
Ø 15 cm x 5 cm ceiling canopy

Bell 90
Ø 90 cm
56 cm height
max 345 cm drop height
Ø 15 cm x 5 cm ceiling canopy

For all sales and technical enquiries, please contact:

+44 (0)114 263 4266

info@davidvillagelighting.co.uk

www.davidvillagelighting.co.uk


